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Budgets Being Boosted 

Seismic Looking for a New Image 
By LOUISE S. DURHAM 

EXPLORER Correspondent 
Forget about writing an epitaph for the 

seismic industry. 
It may not be time to pop open a 

bottle of the celebratory bubbly, but 
optimism appears to be supplanting 
much of the industry's rampant 
pessimism of the past few years. 

On the investment side, there's 
Berkshire Hathaway's attempted entry 
into the seismic industry via its proposed 
buyout of Seitel, albeit an event recently 
thwarted by the bankrupt company's 
shareholders. The good word from John 
Geddes at SCF Partners investing firm, 
which currently is invested in two seismic 
companies, is there's evidence the E&P 
industry is craving new technologies and 
methodologies for shooting and 
processing seismic data. 

It appears they're willing to loosen the 
purse strings to encourage these 
developments. 

"We are seeing budget increases of 
200 to 300 percent for new seismic in the 
Gulf of Mexico," said Mick Lambert, 
president, GX Technology (GXT) 

In fact, there's talk on the street of a 
whole new seismic industry emerging to 
meet the growing demand for a more 
sophisticated seismic product, i.e., one 
that provides insight into reservoir 
complexities like never before. 

It's an image thing. 
"There's been a huge shift in the 

industry, which is in a state of flux and is 
driven to change," Lambert said. 
"Contractors used to be data collectors, 
but now they realize they need better 
quality imaging and acquisition. 

"We have got all that we can out of 
spec-driven 3-0, arid now we must go to 
the next level," Lambert continued. "The 
new focus is on the result - the 
deliverable is no longer the data, but the 
best possible image, which is the real 
value in the data." 

So Long to Spec Surveys? 

This line of thought dovetails with that 
of Bob Peebler, president Input/Output. 

"When I look at where future oil and 
gas is going to be found, and also the 
challenge of getting more out of 
reservoirs that already have been found, I 
think geophysics will have an even more 
significant role," Peebler said, "especially 
in the exploitation and reservoir 
monitoring world, because we need an 
even better understanding of the whole 
reservoir to be effective." 

The next technology wave to come will 
be more complex than 3-0, e.g., 4-D 
(time lapse) and multi-component, 
Peebler noted. This will be driven by the 
need to address an array of issues 
including ultra-deep targets, elusive 
stratigraphic traps and plays, fluid type 
identification and fluid movement over 
time. 

Except for a few places in the world, 
don't look for many future seismic data to 
be acquired via the once wildly popular 
huge spec data surveys that were often 
implemented merely to keep excess 
capacity working. 

That was a business model that came 
back to bite some companies in the form 
of massive write-downs of equipment and 
data stores. 

The good news: Big, multi-client 
surveys led to a lot of 3-0 coverage, which 
resulted in finding a lot of oil and gas. 

The bad news: Spec survey design 
by definition is not problem centric. Data 
quality may be good, yet not fit for the 
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Eye On the Target 

Photo courtesy of WesternGeco 

Recent times have been hard for the seismic industry - and for crews, often 
increasingly harsh - but optimism appears to be on the rise thanks to new technology 
and new business strategies. 

The modus operandi at image-driven 
GXT is to reverse engineer the way a 
survey is acquired - in other words, set 
your eye on the target and work back 
from there. 

Besides 3-0, this methodology was 
used by the company for its long offset 
2-D GulfSpan program to assist E&P
companies in the move back to the
basics to try to better understand the
depositional systems in the Gulf as they
pursue the deep expensive shelf gas
play. 

specific purpose. 
"I believe the future world will be more 

and more driven either by proprietary 
shoots in existing fields where you're 
trying to better zero in, or funded group 
shoots," Peebler said, "where you design 
the survey more fit for purpose for the 
problem at hand " 

comes with depreciating heavy iron, 
shooting parameters often must be 
compromised by owning a particular type 
of boat," GXT's Lambert said. 

These so-called "designer shoots" are 
a hallmark of GXT, which Peebler noted is 
pushing the envelope in the Gulf of 
Mexico with a whole new model. 

"If you're unencumbered by the need 
to keep your boats shooting," he said, 
"you're free to focus your efforts solely on 
survey design, execution and imaging by 
organizing the right technology for the 
job. You never have to shoot for the sake 
of shooting." 

"The important thing is, to build the 
final migrated model you need to 
understand the subsurface geology," 
Lambert said. "You must design the 
survey knowing fully what you expect out 
of it at the end of the day, using the 
specific design parameters required to 
achieve that result. 

This is an all-different breed of cat in 
the private full-service seismic 
contracting milieu. 

Think "asset-lite." 
The 13-year-old company, which has 

doubled its head count over the last 18 
months, doesn't own boats and crews, 
opting to sub out this end of the business. 

"Besides the financial burden that 

About 80 percent of the cost an oil 
company incurs for the seismic data 
used to create the image is expended on 
logistics, i.e., moving the cable, 
according to Lambert. Without a boat 
inventory, it's possible to engineer out 
much of the logistics costs and bring in 
advanced technology in the form of 
better quality data for a superior image, 
yet for the same dollars. 

"Better subsurface images are key to 
reducing drilling risk, which is particularly 
crucial in the case of deeper water and 
deeper targets," Lambert added. "You 
plan the whole survey process around 

See Industry, page 10 

Players Look for Their Niche 
By LOUISE S. DURHAM 

EXPLORER Correspondent 
The upbeat outlook prevalent among a number of players 

in the seismic industry indicates the worst may be over. 
It's a perspective that's bolstered by current activity: 
✓ New companies are forming.
✓ Certain stalwarts not only are thriving but expanding.
✓ The big folks appear determined to reinvent themselves

in some form or fashion. 
Yet there's always a new challenge of one kind or another, 

capable of causing grief for some and opportunity for others. 
Look, for instance, at the expanding community of Russian 

and Chinese boats and crews, particularly in the Gulf of 
Mexico, which is garnering increased attention domestically. 

These folks have access to state-of-the-art equipment and 
technology the same as domestic contractors. Even so, there 
are naysayers who turn a deaf ear, arguing that the equipment 
used is inferior and the crews untrained, with the end result 
being sub-standard data. 

Not so, according to some of the in-the-know crowd, 
including Steve Mitchell, VP of operations at Fairfield. 

"Their crews absolutely are knowledgeable and capable," 
Mitchell said, "and they do acquire good data." 

They're in the market in a couple of ways: 
✓ Working for spec data companies without crews in the

spec data realm. 
✓ Working directly for oil companies on straight heads-up

proprietary jobs. 
This is not all bad, according to Piers Gormly, VP 

marketing, GX Technology. 
"The Chinese and Russians compete strongly in the 

marketplace, owing in large part to their attractive cost 
structure," Gormly said. "However, because the majority of 
survey cost is tied to moving cable, this gives our industry a 
window of opportunity to use their acquisition assets 

advantageously." 
Mitchell said he thinks these groups are more of a force to 

the proprietary market. 
"I haven't seen them putting capital into spec surveys for 

themselves," Mitchell said, "but that's not to say they won't do 
it at some time." 

Land is their big thing at the moment. 
"The Russians and Chinese may be competition, but in a 

certain niche market," said Steve Ludlow, president at Veritas. 
"The Chinese are a big threat in the land market," he said, 
noting that BGP is the largest land acquisition company in the 
world. 

Operating as a wholly owned subsidiary of China National 
Petroleum Corp., BGP Inc. (formerly the Bureau of 
Geophysical Prospecting) has 94 seismic crews and 17 non
seismic crews operating in China and internationally. 

Competition overall likely will be stiffer in parts of the world 
other than the United States, according to Bob Peebler, 
president at Input/Output. 

"If you're competing on the basis of logistics activities, 
where you're competing more on the cost of crews, the 
feeding and moving around, it gets more and more difficult," 
Peebler said, "especially when you consider that more and 
more oil and gas activity is not in North America and places 
where you have higher wages, but will be where the oil is. 

"The grounds of competition will be in Russia, Iraq, Iran, 
around the world," Peebler added. "So if a good part of the 
value you're delivering is logistics which is people intensive, 
it's going to be tough to compete." 

For now, a lot of folks are keeping a watchful eye on the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

"If I were a person doing proprietary work," Mitchell said, "I 
would stand up and take note. 

"In fact, for a company that does not do a lot of proprietary 
work," he said, "we have stood up and taken note." □
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INTERNATIONALBUlllJIN BOARD 
(Editor's note. This column is for 

international items of note to the AAPG. 
News items, press releases and other 

information should be submitted to the 
EXPLORER/International Bulletin Board, 
PO Box 979, Tulsa, Okla. 74101; 
telephone - 918-560-2616; fax- 918-560-
2684; or e-mail - dfree@aapg.org. 

This month's column, dealing with 
international conferences, is written by 
Pinar O Yilmaz, chair of AAPG 's Sub
Committee on International Conferences.) 

industry focus for E&P and offers rich 
cultural significance to attract spouses 
and family members is the committee's 
greatest challenge. 

Other factors that come into the 
selection process include projected 
attendance (both local and U.S.-based); 
expenses and revenue (keeping 
conference costs low); timeliness of the 
technical program; and attracting 
exhibitors. 

A great program in the right city 
strengthens the local society and provides 

one of many ways in which AAPG serves 
its membership. There is nothing more 
effective for bringing people together than 
a successful conference. 

During last September's committee 
meeting in Barcelona, we asked each 
region to submit its request for hosting an 
AAPG international conference, business 
drivers and potential sponsors, and local 
volunteer base. We also asked for the key 
meeting schedule for each region. For 
example, the Africa Region hosts biennial 
Egypt oil and gas shows, as well as 

• 

annual Nigeria NAPE conferences. 

Alternate Venues 

In Europe, where most of the AAPG 
international membership is located, there 
are numerous cities for potential 
conference sites. However, we should not 
have a region dominating the conference 
scene at the expense of other regions. 
Thus, in 2003, the Committee on 

continued on next page 
As part of the AAPG Committee on 

Conventions, the International 
Conferences sub-committee is 
responsible for making recommendations 
to the AAPG Executive Committee on 
where to hold future international 
conferences. The committee consists of 
former and future conference organizers, 
as well as representatives of AAPG 
international regions. 

Strong Program Set for Cancun 

The committee's mission also is to 
provide support and advice to the 
technical program committee and, if 
requested, to the conference organization 
committee. 

Sites already selected include Cancun 
Oct 24-27, serving the Latin America and 
South America region; Paris 2005 for the 
European region; and final discussions 
are under way with local committees and 
AAPG headquarters for a 2006 
conference in the Asia/Pacific region. 

Preliminary work is also under way 
toward finding sites for 2007-10 
conferences. 

Selection Criteria 

Finding the optimal location that serves 
the international membership, provides 

By NAHUM SCHNEIDERMANN 
and JAVIER J. MENESES-ROCHA 

Cancun Technical Program 
Co-Chairs 

The program is being finalized, but 
the time to start preparing for the year's 
premier international meeting is now. 

The AAPG International Conference 
and Exhibition will be held Oct 24-27 in 
Cancun, Mexico, sponsored by AAPG 
and the Asociacion Mexicana de 
Geologos Petroleros. 

The meeting's theme is "Petroleum 
Industry in the 21st Century: 
Technology, Business and Frontiers." 

The three major themes (technology, 
business and frontiers), offered via 24 
oral and 18 poster sessions, are being 
grouped to allow registrants time to 
focus on specific topics. 

Some of the technical topics set for 
Cancun will include: 

✓ State-of-the-art exploration and
prediction practices in deep waters. 

� 

lCancun 
✓ Developing and producing oil

and gas. 
✓ Major recent discoveries and

production practices in the Gulf of 
Mexico, Brazil and West Africa. 

✓ Interpretations of seismic
amplitudes, fault seals, 3-0 seismic 
and 4-0 basin scale models. 

✓ Carbonate reservoirs.
✓ Production from fractures.
✓ Production and drilling practices.
✓ Environmental issues.
✓ Heavy oil production.
And for geologists interested in the

host country - and in recognition of the 

RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY ECONOMICS 
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100-year anniversary of petroleum
geology in Mexico - the AMGP has
arranged a series of field trips, short
courses and an exciting oral and poster
session on Mexican basins, present
and future.

Also, corporate managers will 
present their views in Management 
Forums devoted to technology and 
business. 

This entire program will be 
augmented by geological field trips and 
short courses provided by AMGP and 
AAPG before and after the conference. 

And finally, to truly take advantage of 
the opportunities provided by Cancun 
and Yucatan, we also will offer 
ecological tours to the jungles, beaches 
and reefs, and spectacular ruins of 
Mayan ports, temples and cities. 

The final meeting announcement will 
be available in March. For updated 
information go online to 
www.aapg.org/meetings/can04/. 

m 

$ 50.00 
MPG 

Bookstore 

POLICY 

I I presentations, numerous illustrations, viewable as full lectures, individual sections, by topics with multiple points-of-view, and responses 
to FAQ's. For further information visit the online AAPG bookstore and contact David Howell (dhowell@usgs.gov, 650 329-5430) 
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Answers 
. . .  not attributes 

Weinman GeoScience 
�"'-- . 

Integrated GeoPhysical Analysis

-...� 20 Years Experience 

Seismic Data Processing & Imaging 
Full 2D & 3D Services, Proprietary Noise Attenuation 
High Resolution Velocity Analysis, Higher Order NMO 
PSTM, PSDM, Tomography, Illumination 

Seismic Attribute Analysis 
GeoStatistical Inversion, Lambda Mu Rho,AVO Cross Plot Detection 
Neural Network SeisFacies Classification 

Seismic Derived Rock Properties (SDRP) 
Lithology, Porosity, Fluid Type, Pore Pressure, Environment of 
Deposition 

Prospect Generation, Ranking & GeoModel Building 
V isualized Interpretation of Structure, Stratigraphy and SDRP 
GeoStatistical Mapping & Depth Conversion 

For an in-house presentation demonstrating how our team of 

exploration professionals can add value and reduce risk for your portfolio, call us. 

Imperial College 

Weinman GeoScience 
Galen T readgold 
972-818-2550

WeinmanGeoScience.com 

GET AHEAD, 

STAY AHEAD 

DEPARTMENT OF 

EARTH SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 

Masters in Petroleum Geoscience 
An exceptional one-year course with strong links to industry 

The course provides the skills the modern oil industry is looking for. Its unique collaborative links with a sister 
MSc in Petroleum Engineering allows the course to cover the full spectrum of hydrocarbon exploration and 
production activities. 

Emphasis on technical and transferable skills for industry 
The course teaches current petroleum industry methods and practices, utilising state-of-the-art industry 
software and hardware. 
Course topics: •2D/3D seismic acquisition, processing and interpretation •basin analysis •sequence 
stratigraphy •modelling of petroleum systems •prospect/play evaluation •eservoir characterization and 
modelling •development geology •petrophysical evaluation •risk assessment •petroleum economics. 
Students develop transferable skills including communication (oral, written and aural), team work, decision 
making and time and project management. 

Highlights 

•fieldtrips to basin and reservoir analogues in the UK and USA •team projects in field development 
(integrating Petroleum Geoscience and Petroleum Engineering) and play/prospect evaluation •ndependent 
research projects. 

Dedicated experienced staff and facilities 

A network of Unix workstations with 2D/3D seismic packages, extensive PC systems/comprehensive suite 
of industry standard software and analytical research laboratories 

A great place to study 
Imperial College has long been a leader and innovator in advanced education in the Earth Sciences and 
also been in the forefront of teaching petroleum related courses since 1911. 
London is an international centre for the oil and gas industry and provides access to various professional 
associations (PESGB, SPE, AAPG,etc) for petroleum geoscientists and engineers. 

Who should apply? 
Earth science graduates with a 2nd Class Honours degree from a UK university, or its equivalent from an 
overseas academic institution. 

Employment opportunities 
Imperial College has an excellent reputation and a strong track record for employability, with many graduates 
working in major oil companies, allied service industries and consultancies. 
NERC and industrial studentships are available 

For further information and how to apply contact: 
Ms. S.K. Luther, Course Administrator, Dept of Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial College 
London, South Kensington campus, London SW7 2AZ. Tel: +44 (0)20 7594 6445; Fax: +44 (0)20 7594 
7444; Email: s.luther@imperial.ac.uk 

Visit the website: http://www.ese.imperial.ac.uk 
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1NMEMQRY 
Pioneer geophysicist Craig Ferris, 

president of Tulsa-based GraviMetrics 
Inc., died Jan. 14. He was 90. 

Ferris, an AAPG member since 
1945, received AAPG's Pioneer Award 
in 2002 for his noteworthy contributions 
to the application and use of early 
geophysical methods. 

Also, former AAPG vice president 
Thomas Hughes Philpott, of 
Mandeville, La., died Jan. 18. He was 
84. 

Philpott, an AAPG honorary 
member, was the Association's vice 
president in 1963-64. He also was the 
last survivor of the "founding fathers" of 
the Gulf Coast Association of 
Geological Societies, and last October 
he received the GCAGS' Don Boyd 
Medal for Excellence in Gulf Coast 
Geology. 

Fleming, Dorion Jr., 76 
Montgomery, Ala., Dec. 19, 2003 

Frazier, Samuel Bowman (EM '50) 
Pittsburgh 

Gunn, Vincent Charles, 53 
Wichita Falls, Texas, Jan. 2, 2004 

Lebedev, Leonid lsaakovich, 68 
Moscow, Russia, April 12, 2003 

Mazurczak, Ludwig, 91 
Zurich, Switzerland, October 2003 

McClellan, Jack Love, 76 
Roswell, N M ,  Dec. 17, 2003 

Nelson, Thomas Joseph, 78 
Midland, Texas, Nov. 30, 2003 

Philpott, Thomas Hughes, 84 
Mandeville, La , Jan. 18, 2004 

Stobart, John Elmer, 78 
Calgary, Canada, Nov. 29, 2003 

• 

Allen, Charles Walter, 80 
Santa Maria, Calif., June 9, 2003 

Bourke, Dennis James (AC '87) 
Milton, Australia 

Ferris, Craig, 90 
Tulsa, Jan. 14, 2004 

(Editor's note. "In Memory" listings 
are based on information received from 
the AAPG membership department. 
Age at time of death, when known, is 
listed. When the member's date of 
death is unavailable, the person's 
membership classification and 
anniversary date are listed.) 

Classified Ads 

from previous page 

THE ULTRA GROUP 

"Worldwide Oil & Gas Specialists" 
• Geophysicists • Geosciences Techs 

• Geologists • Petroleum Engineers 
www.TheUltraGroup.com 

Email: HR@TheUltraGroup.com 

POSITION WANTED 

Management internship wanted for summer 2004. 
MBA student with BSc. in Geology and 7 years 
geological work experience. US and Canadian 
citizenship. Visit www.tobypierce.com for complete 
information. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

DRILLING-PROSPECTS.COM 
See us online at 

www.drilling-prospects.com 

Louis J. Mazzullo, Petroleum Geological Consultant. 
Western U.S. basins. Visit www.lmazzullo.com or call 

( 505) 890·0080 

Taking bids for deep core drilling,6· 10,000 feet. 
Job will be in Northeast Illinois. 

Must carry OCP insurance and have references. 
Please contact Bob at 773·9291440, 

or 773·592·8293. 

FOR SALE 

ESTABLISHED BUSINESS FOR SALE 

International Sample Library @ Midland · formerly 
Midland Sample Library. Established in 1947. Have 
164,000 wells with 1,183,000,000 well samples and 
cores stored in 17 buildings from 26 states, Mexico, 
Canada and offshore Australia. We also have a 
geological supply inventory. 
Phone: (817) 461·0408 Fax (817) 453·1390 

INDIA BASIN STUDY REPORT· petroleum 
geology,exploration history, future potential and 
prospectivity of all significant areas. See 
www.rutherfordexploration.com or call Ken 
Rutherford 44 (0)20 83932082 

Mudlogging units with easy to learn software. Very 
reliable, full featured, portable units. Contact 
Automated Mudlogging Systems, (303) 794·7470. 

BOOKS. Rare and out·of·print books and 
periodicals on geology and related sciences. Large 
stock on all phases of the oil industry, domestic and 
foreign covering geology, history, engineering, 
logging, geophysics, etc. Catalogs available. T he 
Hannum Company. Box 1505·B, Ardmore, OK 
73402. info@hannum.cc 

2004 gntern«tioncrl fjasement 'l'ecton.ics 1'1ssoci«tion Conference 
Oak l'lidge, 'tennftSS«'C USA 

4-D F"R.amewo'R.k OF ConnnenraL CRusT
InreqRannc; CRusTaL PRocesses rhRouqh Tlme

(Joa.I: gntegratlng current field and labor«tor� d«ta toward better 
understcandlng of processes th«t both cause cru.stA.I growth and 
modlf!I the record. 

Symposium C]une 2'i, 28, 30, and C]uly 1 
<June 29-f DClfl Diuing-eonference Jield 'Crip: 

joreltutd Jold•'fhnut (Jett 
<JNlfJ 2-6-jleld 'Crlp: 'Crans-Appalacltlans 'Crans-CrNStal 'CrCIIISftct 

Abstract Deadline-April 1, 2004

Cimlted funds available for student support. 
t:oca.tlon-DoNbletne Hotel, 215 S. 'illllnols A11enue 

Oak l'lidgc, 'tennasu 3i830 USA 
Web site: http://geoweb.gg.utk.edulibta04crust/meeting.html 

jor addltlo1tal bt[ormt:rtlon COlttact: Cospolfsors-
Prof. Robctrt D. H«tdt«r, <Jr, !jS,4, -'!i9, 

D<tpartwtent of Ecanlt and pkutet.ary Scl«11c- ll'U;;u,, ,'¾'f.<i
U..lllffllltv of er.,._ NS3 �.,,,� 
KJtoxvU/e, <r:JiJ 3�96-1410 US-9 &obMAp@utl<.edu 
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Shelf OBC Deep View depth projects incorporate: 

Tomography for global updating of the sediment velocity field 

Full-volume, prestack depth migrations to aid in the 

interpretation of top and base salt 

Consistent 6,000-m offset wide-azimuth recording 

-Large migration apertures and turning-wave capabilities

Contiguous, regional depth coverage

Client interpretation 'teams working closely with in-.house

depth imaging specialists
· · 

Houston +1 713 689 1000 Calgary +1 403 509 4666 Dallas +1 972 490 9832 Denver +1 303 629 9250 Midland +1 432 571 4600 New Orleans +1 504 523 6781 Oklahoma City +1 405 947 4700 
email multiclient@westemgeco.com www.westerngeco.com A Schlumberger t Baker Huy/Jes company 

Seismic for the life of your field 

lxJloration Appraisal DeveloJ)ment nnn,1,,,., .. inn ;;,esternGeco 
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